Abstract The ability to physically enlarge one's own body structures plays an important role in robustness and adaptability of biological systems. It is, however, a significant challenge for robotic systems to autonomously extend their bodies. To address this challenge, this paper presents an approach using Hot Melt Adhesives (HMAs) to assemble and integrate extensions into the robotic body. HMAs are thermoplastics with temperature dependent adhesiveness and bonding strength. We exploit this property of HMAs to connect passive external objects to the robot's own body structures, and investigate the characteristics of the approach. In a set of elementary configurations, we analyze to which extent a robot can self-reconfigure using the proposed method. We found that the extension limit depends on the mechanical properties of the extension, and the reconfiguration algorithm. A five-axis robot manipulator equipped with specialized HMA handling devices is employed to demonstrate these findings in four experiments. It is shown that the robot can construct and integrate extensions into its own body, which allow it to solve tasks that it could not achieve in its initial configuration.
Introduction
Changing shape and size of body structures can commonly be observed in nature. Trees and plants, for example, tailor their shape and strength to their environment, and animals grow and adapt bones, muscles, and tissues to survive under different circumstances. Our robots today, in contrast, have still very limited capabilities to change their mechanical bodies, which is one of the most fundamental restrictions for our robotic systems to adaptively and autonomously respond to changing task requirements.
The ability to change mechanical body structures would substantially improve autonomy and adaptivity of robotic systems (Pfeifer et al 2007) . A robot could, for example, vary the placement of sensors (also known as sensor morphology) to tune sensing range and sensitivity to a particular task or environment (Nurzaman et al 2013) ; A robot could move in different irregular terrains by changing the mode of locomotion such as switching from efficient wheel-like locomotion to more dexterous legged locomotion (Murata et al 2002) ; Alternatively, a robot could modify its end-effector to grasp different objects which are not known a priori (Wang et al 2014a) ; Or a robot could be deployed in its minimal configuration, and eventually extend itself to the size required for the task. In general, the capability to change body structures is beneficial for autonomous robots when the details of the final task are initially not fully known, and when the location is remote or hard to access for human operators. Under such conditions, robots which have the means to flexibly modify their body structures -either by varying existing body parts, or by integrating components available on the fly -can adaptively react to the uncertainty of the final task.
Along this line of research, one of the significant open problems is self-reconfiguration on a large scale. Previous self-reconfigurable robots usually deal with body changes in a smaller scale. Other projects focus on the construction of larger structures, which are detached from the robots building them (Werfel et al 2014) . However, it has not been systematically studied how larger structures (i.e. bodies which are larger than the original robot itself) can be autonomously built and integrated, with only a few, but notable exceptions (Revzen et al 2011) (Sadeghi et al 2013) (Moses et al 2013) . Although increasing the size of structures is very common in natural growth processes, additional challenging considerations are required to apply this concept to our robotic systems: The robot needs to integrate additional components to its own body to physically expand its volume, rather than only reconfiguring existing parts; With a significantly larger body structure, meeting the stability and rigidity requirements becomes more demanding; And to deal with additional passive or active degrees of freedom, a robust control and design scheme needs to be employed. Although many research projects were devoted to self-reconfigurable robots in the past, these issues have not yet been fully addressed to the best of the authors' knowledge.
From this perspective, this article explores a method to self-reconfigure a robot with large body structures. We propose an approach that we call robotic body extension (RBE) based on Hot Melt Adhesives (HMAs). HMAs are a thermoplastic material, which can form bonds with almost any solid material when brought into physical contact. They are used in two different processes. First, HMAs are employed to build freeform parts, which can be used to form variable shapes to build the aforementioned extensions. Second, HMAs are used for their adhesive properties to connect available parts during assembly. Given their ability to form strong bonds with many materials, HMAs can be used to combine different materials, such that the requirements for the overall structure are met. Previously we have developed a few novel applications based on these technologies (Wang et al 2014b; Nurzaman et al 2013) (Leach et al 2014) .
While the previous case studies showed relatively small structure synthesis, the main motivation for this article is to identify the limits of this approach in terms of the size of self-reconfiguration, and thus its scalability. It is a challenging problem to find the size limit of a given self-reconfigurable robot, because this limit depends on many different aspects such as the mechanical realization of the system itself as well as the scenarios it is applied to. In this article, we employ a minimalistic approach to this challenge by investigating a simplified case study, i.e. self-reconfiguration with long onedimensional structures. Despite the simplicity of this case study, the analysis shows how material properties, mechanical constraints, and algorithmic aspects of the system are related to each other. Some of the results can be generalized, and the derived principles used for the systematic development of more complex applications of RBE in future.
After an introduction of our experimental setup in the following section, the structural strength of onedimensional extensions will be analyzed in Section 3. This analysis provides two models, which describe the limits of RBE for both of the two ways the HMAs can be employed, i.e. additive fabrication and bonding assembly. For the understanding of the extension algorithm, it is important to be aware of the various constraints which are relevant during the extension process, e.g. the limited workspace of the robot performing RBE. These constraints are considered in the extension algorithm, which is applied to four experiments presented in Section 4. The results are discussed and compared to other approaches for robotic self-reconfiguration in Section 5, and conclusions and future work are presented in Section 6.
Experimental Method and Setup
The size limits of structures for self-reconfiguration depend on the mechanical setup as well as the controller design and algorithms of the robotic system. Therefore, the limits for RBE have to be analyzed in the context of a specific system. While the tools, e.g. to predict the deformation of a structure, depend on the specific case, the underlying method to analyze the limits of RBE can be generalized and applied to other implementations. In this section, we present an implementation of RBE, followed by an analysis of its bounds. In Section 5 we discuss how the insights gained on this implementation can be generalized.
HMA-Based Robotic Body Extension
This article considers how a robot reconfigures and extends its own shape from an initial configuration to a second one, which is specifically useful for the task it is facing. Throughout this paper, we refer to this robot in its initial configuration, i.e. without the addition of any extension, as the robot base. The robot base uses HMAs to additively fabricate variations of body parts, and to integrate additional body parts into the its own body without human intervention as shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 The concept for RBE is based on additive fabrication and assembly. HMAs are employed for all processes in the presented implementation. Passive objects can be assembled into the body extension which is integrated to the robot body to achieve a task-specific configuration.
For the additive fabrication with HMAs, we employ a fused filament fabrication process, where the target structure is built up layer by layer (Crump 1992 ) (Jones et al 2011) . This allows to generate a large variety of freeform shapes from HMA material. The use of HMAs for assembly allows to connect passive objects and to integrate external objects as body parts of the robot. To assemble two objects with HMAs, the melted HMA is extruded onto one of the parts. The second part can then be placed in the HMA, which forms a strong bond between both objects when cooling. To connect an object to the robot base, the same process is used.
Based on the type of materials used for reconfiguration, we can distinguish between RBE with passive objects, RBE using HMA only, and the combination of both processes. Which process can or has to be used depends on the desired task to be accomplished after the self-reconfiguration. As shown in Fig. 1 , the processes for RBE require two types of material inputs: HMA material and passive objects.
We assume that the necessary amount of passive objects is supplied within the range of the robotic arm and the supply location is known to the robot controller. Furthermore, we assume that HMA is available in sufficient quantities. Another challenge that is addressed in this paper are the requirements for the properties of passive objects. It is shown that the choice of passive material is linked to the size limits for RBE on a significant scale, but the properties of HMAs allow for some freedom in the choice of material.
Compared to alternative fabrication methods, the main advantage of the proposed processes for RBE is the combination of additive fabrication with automated assembly. The additive fabrication with HMAs is inferior compared to conventional additive fabrication techniques based on common metrics such as granularity, speed or material selection. For example the minimum bead width in our system is approximately 1.5 mm (Wang et al 2014a) . This is larger than the bead width which can be achieved with conventional 3D-printing materials and devices, but still sufficient to fabricate a variety of useful parts. Other additive fabrication systems allow for the creation of spatial structures including large overhangs (Ahn et al 2009) (Laarman et al 2014) . However, the parts produced were only used as passive objects, not connected to, or used in another way by the robot building them. The combination with an assembly process however results in several benefits. First of all, the fabricated parts can be assembled and combined with other materials, allowing for a wider range of designs. Second, the fact that the same material is used for assembly and additive fabrication reduces the number of components required, which simplifies the overall setup. Third, compared to chemically curing glues HMAs are easy to handle which is also illustrated by their common use for industrial applications, e.g. for packaging or labeling. Another advantage of HMAs is the reversibility of the bonding process, which can be exploited to disjoin parts by heating the bonding site.
Algorithmic Aspects and Robot Base Limitations
The processes applied for RBE and the use of a robot base impose constraints which have to be considered in the real-world implementation of RBE. Some of these constraints are given by the concept, while others are specific to the chosen hardware. The limitations introduced by a part of the constraints can however be mitigated by adopting suitable algorithmic procedures. The use of such procedures is necessary to achieve the desired extension on larger scale.
The most important constraint is the fact that any stationary robot base has a finite workspace. A change of the base could increase the specific workspace, but never renders this constraint obsolete. Therefore, to achieve body extension on a larger scale, the extension algorithm has to enable the robot to construct extensions which are larger than the actual range of the robot base. Our approach is to split a large extension into multiple pieces (referred to as stacks), such that each of them can be built within the workspace of the robot base. Afterwards, the robot base connects the stacks starting from the end of the extension, such that the finished parts can be pushed outside of the robot base's range and construction is only necessary within the workspace of the robot base.
Another constraint on RBE is imposed by the connection mechanism using HMAs. In order to connect two parts, they need to be pressed together, which requires a counterforce. We limit the algorithm to build vertical connections only, such that the ground reaction force can be used for this purpose. The effect of this restriction can be reduced if the objects which should be connected are reoriented such that the connection surfaces lie in the desired orientation. The application of these algorithmic procedures with our experimental platform is shown in the experiments in Section 4.
Other constraints are specific to the selection of a robot base, which might for example not be independently controllable in all degrees of freedom. These constraints also have to be considered in the particular implementation of RBE. Further constraints of our robot base, such as dynamic forces and torque limits, are not analyzed in detail. The processes of RBE do not require fast motion of the robot arm, but some tasks might require dynamic motions. The focus of this analysis is on the RBE processes, for which the dynamic limits of the base are not critical. The static torques on the robot base are bounded, because the connection strength between extension and end-effector is limited.
Mechanical Characteristics of HMAs
In the proposed framework, HMAs enable the robot base to achieve flexible self-reconfiguration. HMAs are thermoplastic polymers combined with other ingredients like wax and resin to adjust the overall material properties such as for example strength, viscosity, hot tack or setting speed (Li et al 2008) . They can be transformed between solid and liquid phase repeatedly by varying the temperature. Typically, HMAs are solid at room temperature, and the transition from solid to liquid phase can be induced at a relatively low temperature (Li et al 2008) . Above the bond formation temperature, HMAs exhibit sufficient surface wetting and tack to form bonds with most solid materials, and when cooling down the adhesive rapidly sets (Gierenz and Karmann 2001).
The material we used in this paper is a commercially available low-cost HMA (Henkel, Pattex Hot Sticks) with a melting point at approximately 170
• C. The adhesive property of this HMA is characterized in Fig. 2 , in which the bonding strength of the HMA to two different materials as connecting surfaces (copper and aluminum alloy) is plotted against temperature. Bonding strength is exponentially decreasing with respect to increasing HMA temperature, and it is particularly important to address that bonding strength can be varied by approximately three orders of magnitude within the temperature range of 25
• C to 80
• C. The bonding strength also depends on the material of the connecting surface. A copper surface exhibits larger adhesion than aluminum, for example. Table 1 shows a more comprehensive list of bonding strengths for different materials of the connecting surface. Although the bonding strength varies, HMAs are capable of being adhesive to almost any solid materials. HMA material is used because it offers a good tradeoff between viscosity, adhesion and modulus -properties which have to be considered to perform the aforementioned additive fabrication and assembly operations. In the context of RBE, good adhesion to various materials is particularly important because it allows for significant freedom in the choice of passive objects. This provides not only flexibility for self-reconfiguration, but also the ability to build large structures as is discussed later in this paper.
Experimental Platform
In the rest of this paper, we assume the use of a specific experimental platform as the robot base. The hardware used for the robot base is a five degrees of freedom robotic arm (ST Robotics, R-12 Firefly, Fig. 3a ) with a range of 500 mm and a maximum payload of 1.6 kg. For the handling of HMAs, we developed a specialized end-effector which consists of an HMA supplier and a thermo-connector. The HMA Supplier enables a controlled extrusion process of HMA by liquifying the HMA stick that is fed into the system. As shown in Fig. 3b , a servomotor (Modelcraft, MC-630MG) pushes the HMA stick into the melting cavity to extrude liquid HMA from the nozzle of the HMA-supplier.
The thermo-connector is covered by a flat copper connection surface (25 mm × 30 mm) that is heated and cooled to form or break bonds with the HMA in contact with the connection surface. A Peltier element (Centenary Materials, TEC1-01703, 15 mm × 15 mm, 3.9 W) is used for thermo-electric cooling and two resistors (Vishay, PR02000201009JA100, 10 Ω, max. 2 W) for heating of the connection surface (Fig. 3c) . By controlling the temperature of the copper surface, the thermoconnector is able to adjust the adhesiveness of HMA attached to it, thus it can connect to and disconnect from an object in physical contact with the connector .
For a systematic feasibility test later in this paper, we employ wood cubes as passive objects for their relatively large bonding strength and low density (see Table 1 ). Each wood cube is shaped to identical size with an edge length of 40 mm, and contains holes to reduce mass to 25 g.
The main control program runs on Matlab on a desktop computer. The target structure and the fabrication instructions have to be programmed by a human operator, automatic design (Hiller and Lipson 2012) might be considered in future implementations. The controller accompanying the robot arm includes all required electronics to position the robot arm. It features an ActiveX interface, which allows to send commands from the desktop computer via serial communication to the robot controller. All other controls, in particular for the HMA handling devices, are sent via a microcontroller (Arduino, Duemilanove), which is connected via serial communication to the desktop computer. Temperature control for both -HMA-supplier and thermoconnector -run directly on the microcontroller, using feedback from a temperature sensor each (Hygrosens, CON-TS-NTC-202). The servomotor of the HMA supplier is connected to the microcontroller which controls the servo position using PWM signals.
Reconfiguration Bounds of Robotic Body Extension
Given the experimental setup and robot platform, this section explains the experimental results on the mechanical bounds of self-reconfiguration with our robotic Fig. 3 The robot base is extended with a structure from wood blocks combined with an HMA tool (a). This extension was fabricated by the robot using the HMA supplier (b) and the thermo-connector (c) of its end-effector. To connect the blocks, HMA is extruded on a block, and the second object is pushed into the molten HMA. When cooling, the HMA forms a strong bond. To detach from the end-effector, the thermo-connector is heated to break the bond.
platform. The mechanical bounds on self-reconfiguration are determined by the shape of the structure, its rigidity, the material density and bonding strength. The following subsections present experiments with simplified configurations, which highlight the influence of these parameters. The criteria identified on these simplified configurations apply with some generalizations also to more complex cases.
Stability of HMA Parts
In order to evaluate the capabilities of body extension with additively fabricated HMA parts, the behavior of HMA beams is modeled. To understand the limits of extensions with HMA parts we propose the use of a linear elastic material model. As shown in , the HMA used exhibits a linear elastic behavior for small strain with Young's modulus E of approximately 8.9 MPa.
Here, we model a horizontal HMA extension with a vertical payload force at its tip. To approximate the behavior of such a structure, classical beam theory is applied. A similar model could also be applied to model the elastic fingers of an HMA gripper. The model considers a payload force F p at the end of the straight extension as well as its gravitational force F g . The deflection at the tip of a beam w(l p ) with a discrete force F p acting on the tip and a force F g uniformly distributed over its length is given by
where I is the second moment of area and E Young's modulus. The gravitational force is calculated using the material density ρ = 970 kg/m 3 (Wang and Iida 2013), the cross-section area of the extension A ext , gravitational acceleration g and beam length l p . This equation can be solved for the force F p given the tolerable deflection w max . We performed an experiment using rectangular HMA profiles to show this relation, with the results plotted in Fig. 4 . The measurement of the length has a precision of ± 1 mm and the force measurement ± 0.25 N. The mean squared error over all measurements is 1.41 N 2 . The errors rapidly increase for low payload lengths for all three data sets. If the measurements with the lowest two payload lengths are excluded from the analysis, the mean squared error is reduced to 0.08 N 2 . Thus the model predicts the maximum payload force well if the force is applied in sufficient distance from the attachment point.
The relatively low elastic modulus of HMAs limits their use for structural parts bearing loads. On the other hand, soft structures can be beneficial for interactions with the environment (Pfeifer et al 2014) . HMAs for example can be employed to form a passive gripper as demonstrated in the experiments in the following section. 
Modeling HMA Bonding Strength for RBE
For RBE with external objects, parts are connected through HMA bonds. Because these objects are much stiffer than HMA parts, the length limit of an extension is determined by the strength of the HMA connection, rather than bending of the whole structure. Therefore, we model the stress on the HMA bond to estimate the achievable extension length with external objects.
The load which an HMA bond can bear depends on the used materials (see Table 1 ) and on the geometry of the connection. In order to analyze the influences of these design parameters on RBE, this subsection presents a model to assess the strength of HMA connections. Our model considers an extended body structure with high rigidity attached to the thermoconnector through an HMA bond. As rigid material is used with significantly higher elastic modulus than HMA, bending of the extension is ignored. Under this assumption, the applicable load is limited by the bonding strength of HMA with the thermo-connector and the extension material.
Two distinct configurations of end-effector and extension are possible. In the first case, the connection surface between end-effector and extension is oriented vertically, in the second configuration the connection surface is held horizontally. Since the difference between the two configurations is small, we only focus on the vertical connection case as shown in Fig. 5 . The connection model is based on the assumption that one half of the circular bonding area is exposed to tension stress σ b and the other half to constant pressure from the resulting bending moment M b . The bending stress can be calculated as
where A HMA is the area of the connection, y s the offset of the centroid of the tension area from the center of the connection (Fig. 5b) , and M b is the bending moment acting on the connection. M b is induced by the payload force F p applied at horizontal distance l p from the HMA connection center and the gravitational force of the extension F g with a lever arm l g as shown in Fig. 5 . It can be calculated as follows:
For a circular bonding area with diameter d HMA , the following hold:
In the vertical configuration, the combined forces F p and F g act as shear stress τ . Therefore, an equivalent stress σ eq , combining tension stress from bending moment and shear stress, is used for the evaluation:
which can be evaluated for the case of a circular bonding area: This model and its underlying assumptions were verified in a set of experiments. The experimental setup comprises of a square aluminum surface (side length 40 mm) which is connected to a fixed plate. A horizontal extension is mounted to the aluminum surface. The configuration corresponds to the case depicted in Fig. 5 . The parameters of the experimental setup are shown in Table 2 . At four positions of the extension (corresponding to varying lever length l p ) an increasing payload force F p was applied until the connection failed and this maximum force as well as the bond diameter d HMA were recorded for ten trials per configuration. The corresponding measurements and the model for the vertical case (8) are shown in Fig. 6 . The precision of the diameter measurement is ± 1 mm, and the force gauge has a precision of ± 0.25 N. The mean squared error over all measurements is 0.70 N 2 and no trend can be seen from the residuals, suggesting that the model can be used to predict the payload force within the tested diameter range. Fig. 7 Extension with variable density. Experimental data (five measurements per data point) with one standard deviation (a) and the experimental setup (b). The density ρ of the extensions can be varied by inserting steel bolts into two vertical holes that are prepared in each wooden cube. The extension cross-section is square with side length s ext = 4 cm and the bonding area is square with side length s HMA = 2 cm.
Influence of External Material
The last part of the analysis of RBE focuses on the extension with passive material. In another experimental setup wooden cubes (4 cm side length) have been used to build straight extensions. The length densities of these extensions were varied by inserting steel bolts into prepared holes in the wood cubes. These extensions were connected to a square aluminum plate (2 cm side length) with HMA.
It is assumed that the center of gravity of the extension is in its middle and the gravitational force is calculated depending on extension density and geometry. The equivalent stress for a square bonding area can be calculated analogous to (8).
In the corresponding set of experiments, the maximum payload force for varying payload lengths and length densities was recorded and is shown in Fig. 7 . The lines present the above model with parameters according to the adapted setup. The experimental results confirm that it is possible to reliably connect an extension from passive objects with up to a meter length to the connection surface as predicted by the presented model. Furthermore, the evaluation underlines the importance of material selection for scalability of RBE with passive objects. Reducing the density of passive objects increases the potential extension length and payload.
Demonstration of RBE in Variable Configurations
HMA-based RBE was implemented on our experimental platform and tested in four different experiments, which employ RBE with passive objects and a demonstration of part fabrication. To realize length extension, the algorithmic constraints described in Section 2.2 were considered in the implementation with our robot base. Five basic operations are required to perform RBE as illustrated in Table 4 and Fig. 8: 1. Additive fabrication 2. Connection/disconnection through thermo-connector 3. Connection of passive objects 4. Manipulation of structures 5. Task execution These basic operations are parametrized, most importantly with position and orientation parameters to specify the operation details. While additive fabrication and task execution require the complete trajectory to be specified by waypoints, the (dis-)connection and manipulation operations only require individual poses. To connect an object to the thermo connector, or to connect two passive objects, the position of the target object is required. This specifies where to add the HMA and place the other object eventually. If two passive objects are connected, also the length of the second object is necessary to calculate the attachment position. To disconnect an object from the thermo-connector, or to manipulate a structure, the target location and orientation of the end-effector when placing the object are required as parameters.
The basic operations are arranged such that the desired extension is fabricated. Although the experiments focus on different aspects, common features, i.e. patterns of basic operations, can be identified that repeatedly appear in the programs (see Fig. 8 ).
The four experiments focus on different aspects of RBE for flexible reaching with extensions of different length. Experiments one and two lay the foundation with straight body extension with passive objects connected horizontally and vertically to the thermo-connector of the robot base. Experiment three introduces extensions reaching outside of the robot's workspace, using the process which we call stack-processing to split the extension in smaller parts that can be handled within the robot's workspace. The last experiment employs part fabrication for a pick and place demonstration. The following subsections describe the four experiments in more detail.
One-Dimensional Straight Body Extension
The first two experiments focus on the performance of RBE with one-dimensional straight extensions. When a robot base needs to extend its body for reaching to a point outside its original workspace, this can be achieved by integration of passive objects (see Fig. 9 ). More specifically, the robot base connects a passive object to its thermo-connector. The first wood cube can then subsequently be connected to further cubes to form a stack of cubes, which initially is connected in vertical configuration to the robot base as shown in Fig. 5 . The robot base can repeat this process until it reaches the physical limit of the manipulator. With this process the first experiment is concluded. For the second experiment, the extension should be connected laterally, i.e. the bonding surface is oriented horizontally. Therefore, the stack is placed in the workspace and re-attached to the thermo-connector in horizontal configuration. Table 4 . Table 3 shows the experimental results and the maximum load that can be exerted at the end of the body extension before the HMA bond breaks. As expected from the previous analysis in Fig. 7 , the robot base is capable of holding large loads even with a relatively long body extension. Table 3 shows that the horizontal bonding configuration can reach given locations with a larger maximum load at the tip of the extension, whereas the length is slightly shorter because of the bonding configuration. A series of still images of the first experiment is shown in Fig. 9 . Fig. 9 Simple straight extension in vertical configuration (experiment 1) and reattachment for horizontal configuration (experiment 2). The extension process starts with attachment of wood cubes to the thermo-connector (1-2) to form a stack attached in vertical configuration (3). The stack can be reattached for horizontal configuration (4).
Straight Body Extension With Stack Processing
Construction of the previous two body extensions was limited by the workspace of the robot base. For larger body extension, it is necessary to consider an additional process which enables body extension beyond the workspace of the robot base. Therefore, the robot base pushes a constructed structure aside such that the construction operations can always be performed within the workspace of the robot.
In this experiment, we consider to extend the first two experiments by connecting a pair of three-block stacks with an additional passive object that connects these stacks. This process is illustrated in Fig. 8 . More specifically, the robot base constructs the first stack as in the first experiment, and places the stack horizontally at a distant location within the workspace of the robot base. The second stack is then constructed in the same way and after the construction it is placed in series with the first stack. The connecting process is then followed by picking an additional passive object that fills the gap by bonding it to both stacks simultaneously as can be seen in Fig. 10 . Table 3 also shows the result of body extension with this approach. Compared to the first two experiments, the robot base is able to extend the body structure further while maintaining a relatively large maximum payload at the end of the structure. It is important to note that stack processing can be repeated for connecting more than two stacks as long as the conditions for sufficient connection strength to the robot's thermoconnector are fulfilled.
Flexible Body Extension With Additive Fabrication
The fourth experiment of this paper shows the flexibility of the proposed HMA-based RBE by combining the additive fabrication process with the previously demonstrated assembly of passive objects. In this experiment, the robot base was programmed first to run the part fabrication process to construct a passive gripper from HMA material. For the part fabrication process, multiple layers of HMA are extruded to form the gripper. A detailed analysis of the additive fabrication process can be found in . Afterwards, a three-block stack as in the first experiment is built by the robot. When the stack building is completed, the gripper is connected to the stack such that the robot base is ready for a pick-and-place operation. The construction process is shown in Fig. 11a and Online Resource 1. Although the gripper itself is a passive structure, it allows the robot base to perform pick and place operations with a plastic box because of its elastic interactions with the box and the ground as shown in Fig. 11b and Online Resource 2.
Discussion
Self-reconfiguration is an important challenge for the research on autonomous and adaptive robots, and we have still a very limited understanding of self-reconfiguration on large scales in particular. In fact, only a few robots so far are capable to autonomously reconfigure with larger structures than their own original bodies. In this paper, we presented an approach based on HMAs, with a specific emphasis on the capability to reconfigure the body with large structures. While our experiments focus on one-dimensional extensions, the results obtained provide a set of important principles, with which we can gain additional insights into self-reconfiguration for autonomous and adaptive robots. In this section, we summarize the outcome of our experiments and explain the implications toward future work and more complex practical applications.
Size and Shape Limitations of HMA-Based Robotic Body Extension
In this article we analyzed the size limitations of selfreconfiguration. The experiments on HMA-based RBE with one-dimensional structures have demonstrated, that extensions of up to 1 m length are feasible. The analysis has identified three main limiting factors. First, the (1-4) , another wood cube is attached to the thermo-connector of the robot (5) and connected to both stacks (6). The whole extension is attached to the robot (7-8).
(a) (b) Fig. 11 Demonstration of straight extension with part fabrication (experiment 4). Part fabrication and RBE are shown in (a) and the task execution in (b). Part fabrication (a1) is followed by stack building (a2-a6). Finally both objects are connected (a7-a8). Operation of a pick and place task with a plastic box using the HMA griper is shown in (b).
mechanical properties (e.g. stiffness) of the extension material limit the extension length. Second, the load on the HMA bonds is constrained by the bonding strength, and third, the construction process may not be feasible because of the physical constraints of the system performing RBE. Furthermore, physical requirements and constraints of task and environment (e.g. required payload and admissible deformation) have to be taken into account.
However, for all three limiting factors, tradeoffs are possible which allow to optimize the extensions for a certain task. RBE based on HMAs allows to build the extensions from various materials. Therefore, the properties of the extension can be adapted according to the task. For some tasks HMAs are suitable, for other tasks the choice will be a more rigid material. To comply with the limits of the HMA bond, the extension material is important. On the one hand, it determines the load through its density, and on the other hand, the bonding strength with HMA depends on the surface material. To ensure the buildability of the desired structures, the right procedures have to be chosen, e.g. stack processing for the construction of long extensions.
Generalizing Self-Reconfiguration in Larger Scales
Even though this article focuses only on a specific approach for self-reconfiguration on larger scale, the experimental results can provide insights into more general principles.
First, for self-reconfiguration of larger structures, gathering passive components such as the wooden cubes in our experiments can be a very effective approach. This allows to vary the different mechanical properties (such as density, rigidity, and surface material) throughout the structure. Given that some materials are available, these can be collected on the fly and the structure assembled based on the availability of materials. The flexible integration of different passive components is complicated with many other types of self-reconfigurable robots, because without an adhesive bonding mechanism, connection of the collected elements can be hard to solve.
Second, for self-reconfiguration with more complex shapes, deformation of the structure and bonding strength of components remain important criteria. Even though beam theory is not sufficient in such a case, deformation under the forces induced by the given task is still a key property to determine the limit of structures. For extensions from passive materials, the calculation of the equivalent stress in the HMA connection may require additional terms, as mentioned in the previous section, but the analysis can be performed as in the one-dimensional experiments. On the other hand, automated assembly of such structures might require more advanced planning algorithms, to cope with the physical constraints of the robot arm.
And third, an important future research direction is to include additional active degrees of freedom in the structures. We did not explore in this article, how other parts than the last link of the manipulator can be reconfigured. The integration of active degrees of freedom would reduce the effects of this limitation. If the extended structures can change their shapes dynamically by using active joints, the mechanical constraints due to the long lever arm can be relaxed in many ways (e.g. configuring the structure to reduce joint torques). Obviously additional active modules can also facilitate the assembly of large extensions, and algorithms similar to those researched for modular self-reconfigurable robots (Seo et al 2011; Butler et al 2004) could be used to address this problem.
Comparison of HMA-Based Robotic Body Extension with Other Approaches
This paper investigated a method for constructing large static extensions with a self-reconfigurable robot, but there remains a number of additional aspects and functions to be researched in the future. For example, we have not discussed how an existing, large structure can be reconfigured into another; What is required to achieve more elaborated designs of large structures for complex tasks; Or how more flexible and dynamic extensions can be built. In this subsection, all of these aspects are discussed based on a comparison of the proposed HMAbased approach with other approaches reported in the past as shown in Table 5 .
Self-reconfigurable robots need to be able to change previously built structures again in order to remain adaptive, although we have not discussed this function in this article. When performing RBE, a robot is able to detach the built structure from the end-effector, and rebuild another extension if self-reconfiguration is necessary. However, in terms of reconfiguration capabilities, the HMA-based approach is clearly not advantageous if compared to conventional self-reconfigurable robots. Platforms like those presented in (Mondada et al 2005) (Kurokawa et al 2008) (Murata et al 2002) do not rely on a centralized and sequential process, therefore failure of a single module is less critical. To increase the fault tolerance of the presented approach, the robot base could replace a damaged extension, but additional sensing is required to detect such an event.
The use of homogeneous active modules has another distinctive disadvantage: These modules make the entire systems larger and heavier. This is on the one hand not efficient, since many actuators remain unused (Fitch 2004) , and on the other hand it is difficult to make larger structures because of the increased joint torques. As a result, it becomes more challenging to achieve agile motion control. Modular manipulators however demonstrate how flexibly they can be adapted using a heterogeneous set of compatible modules. While they need to be manually reconfigured, bonding assembly with HMAs in the proposed approach would allow for the integration of designated active parts for specific tasks.
Another fundamental challenge lies in the relatively large granularity of modular self-reconfigurable robots. Although there are several attempts to make active modules smaller as in (Gilpin et al 2010) , it is challenging to further reduce the size of active modules significantly. The HMA-based approach in contrast has a clear advantage from this perspective, because the ca- Manual reconfiguration e.g. (Liu et al 2011) , (Baca et al 2012) Up to 3 (Hafez et al 2003) RBE with HMA only pability of additive fabrication enables the system to form structures in the mm-scale as shown in Table 5 . Given the considerations above, a feasible strategy for practical self-reconfigurable robots should be the combination of the HMA-based approach and the conventional active module approaches: When flexibility and dynamics are necessary in the task, active modules should be employed, whereas to form a larger structure, more passive components should be integrated, which was partially demonstrated in one of our previous publications .
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presents an HMA-based approach for RBE. HMAs serve on one hand to bond parts together and on the other hand to shape structures through an additive fabrication process. This allows a robot base to extend its body beyond its original workspace with a variable set of extensions. Furthermore, the presented approach was analyzed with a focus on the size limits of the HMA-based RBE.
Analysis and modeling of one-dimensional extensions have shown that RBE with HMA only, where the whole extension is fabricated from HMA material, is limited by the deformation of the extension under the load of its own weight. However, when passive objects are connected with HMA, the achievable length of extension can be scaled up by reducing the stress in the HMA connection. Furthermore, algorithmic procedures are necessary to cope with the constraints from the physical realization of the RBE setup. The principles learned from the study of these simplified experiments can also be applied to self-reconfiguration with more complex structures. The models will have to be extended to reflect the additional complexity, but the limiting factors such as material properties of the extension, and constraints from the robot arm will remain important.
Future work could employ simulations to explore more complex applications of RBE and to highlight further benefits of the approach. Such a simulation environment would also support the development of the necessary tools. On the hardware side, the integration of active parts should be revisited. This allows to extend a robot with active tools or more degrees of freedom. To achieve a higher degree of autonomy of the overall RBE process, the design of extensions and the fabrication process could be formalized and at least partially automated. Combining those capabilities with active parts, the robot base could not only build improved tools for the integration into its own body. Using the same processes, it could also assemble autonomous robotic agents without human intervention.
